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In laboratory study environments, dialogue-videos, or videos of a tutor and a tutee solving problems together, have been shown to more effectively improve student learning than monologue-videos, or videos of tutors solving problems alone. Yet, few studies have replicated these findings in the context of authentic university classrooms. Here, we investigate the impact of dialogue-videos, and more specifically the effect of errors made by tutees in dialogue-videos, on student learning in the context of an undergraduate biology course. To understand why, we investigated students’ effort spent on watching videos, perceived influence of dialogue-videos, and worksheet completion rates. We found that higher-performing students perceived that they used the dialogue-videos to review content. We also found that higher-performing, but not lower-performing, students learned better from dialogue videos where tutees made errors. We also discuss the complexities of replicating laboratory studies in the classroom and implications of our findings.

Implications for practice or policy:
• Tutee errors can be intentionally included in dialogue-videos to promote student learning.
• When students lack the necessary prior knowledge, monologue-videos may be more effective in presenting the course content.
• When using dialogue-videos, instructors can encourage students to collaborate to resolve any confusion in time to maximise the benefit of dialogue-videos in teaching and learning.
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Introduction

Videos are a predominant content delivery format for fully online, blended, and flipped classrooms (Scagnoli et al., 2017). Undergraduates have reported that they enjoy learning from videos (Evans & Cordova, 2015), and prefer videos to readings as a form of content delivery (Cooper et al., 2018). In contrast to face-to-face lecturing, videos often have the advantage of providing students with the opportunity to pause, rewind, and skip ahead to direct their learning experience (Fyfield et al., 2019). However, a prevailing challenge is that videos are often didactic lectures (Fyfield et al., 2019). That is, students listen passively to instructors; however, studies have shown that didactic lecturing is less effective than student-centered active learning (Freeman et al., 2014) and that students can learn more from answering questions than passive absorption of knowledge.

Tutoring is regarded as one of the most effective forms of student-centered learning because of the profound effect it has on student learning (Bloom, 1984; VanLehn, 2011; Wood & Tanner, 2012). Specifically, according to Chi et al. (2001), tutoring scaffolds a student’s understanding of a specific concept or problem by allowing the student to actively engage in the learning process and construct their own knowledge; the tutor asks questions and provides personalised feedback until the student fully understands the content they are learning. In fact, student learning from tutoring has been largely attributed to the dialogues between a tutor and tutee, which include asking and answering questions, as well as the guidance that the tutor provides (Chi et al., 2001).

Although tutoring is considered a gold standard of instruction (Bloom, 1984), one-on-one tutoring is not cost effective and has been presumed to be an impossible way of teaching content to a large cohort of students in a university classroom (Van der Kleij et al., 2015). However, one solution to this problem is to...
create videos of a tutor tutoring a tutee in an effort to enhance the learning of students who watch the videos. Even though the observing student would not have personalised feedback from the tutor, they could observe the tutee asking questions and getting their questions answered by the tutor. For consistency, hereafter we call any video of dialogues between tutors and tutees dialogue-videos, we call videos of only a tutor presenting a concept or demonstrating how to solve problems monologue-videos, and we use the term observing students to refer to students who watch the videos.

**Previous studies on dialogue-videos**

Previous studies have demonstrated that students can learn equally well from face-to-face tutoring and dialogue-videos. Specifically, one study conducted with undergraduate students found that observing students who watched dialogue-videos of tutors guiding tutees to solve physics problems in dyads (i.e., two observing students watched the dialogue-videos and solved the same problems presented by the tutors in the video together) learned as well as the tutees who were tutored in the videos (Chi et al., 2008). A similar result was reported in Muldner et al.’s (2014) study which focused on chemistry questions. To assess the importance of a tutee being present in the videos, they further compared the student performance on the pre- and post-tests of observing students in dyads watching dialogue-videos with the performance on the tests of observing students in dyads watching monologue-videos. The authors found that the observing students learned significantly better when they watched dialogue-videos than monologue-videos. These findings beg the question of why students learned better when watching dialogue-videos. Chi and colleagues (2017) conducted a further analysis on Muldner et al.’s study, and revealed that the conflict episodes, or instances where a tutee expressed a misconception that was followed up by a tutor’s correction of the idea, generated more constructive comments between the pairs of students watching videos (dyads) and resulted in higher performance on the post-tests.

Several laboratory studies have also provided some evidence that observing students watching dialogue-videos alone may still positively affect student learning. For example, Driscoll et al. (2004) found that students who individually listened to the dialogues between a virtual tutor and a tutee discussing computer literacy topics wrote significantly more content in their essays than students who listened to only a virtual tutor presenting the topics. Additionally, Muller et al. (2008, 2007) found that observing students who individually watched dialogue-videos of a tutor and a tutee discussing the common misconceptions about Newton’s First and Second Laws outperformed the students who individually watched monologue-videos where only the tutor explained the correct facts without refutations on the tests.

**Learning from cognitive disequilibrium**

Confusion has been shown to be one of the most frequently occurring emotions in tutoring sessions when students ask and answer questions of the tutor (Lehman et al., 2010). Confusion is triggered when students experience cognitive disequilibrium, such as when they reach an impasse, experience discrepancies between their existing knowledge and the new information, or receive contradictory information from different sources during learning, leaving them uncertain about how to proceed (Arguel et al., 2017; Baker et al., 2010; Lehman et al., 2012). Craig et al. (2004) coded students’ five affective states (i.e., frustration, confusion, boredom, flow, and eureka) while interacting with an intelligent tutoring system, where a virtual tutor assisted the students answering questions about computer literacy. They found that students who experienced confusion improved significantly more from pre- to post-tests than students who did not. It is hypothesised that deep comprehension occurs when students experience confusion due to the effort that is more likely to be executed to restore the cognitive equilibrium. Similar findings have been reported in replication studies conducted with the same intelligent tutoring system (D’Mello & Graesser, 2011; Graesser et al., 2007).

Why does confusion positively influence student learning? Students do not learn from confusion itself, but rather confusion encourages students to engage in deep learning activities such as reflection, deliberation, and deciding “which opinion had more scientific merit” (D’Mello et al., 2014, p. 155). Confusion also causes students to seek help when a cognitive disequilibrium is encountered and cannot be resolved by oneself (Ryan et al., 2005). Such effortful cognitive activities can result in greater learning. Nevertheless, it should be emphasised that there is no guarantee for this learning to occur. Learning happens only when students can successfully regulate the confusion, and resolve the cognitive disequilibrium (D’Mello & Graesser, 2012). Otherwise, confusion would inflict damage on the process of students newly learning
scientific concepts or could result in students having a false sense of knowing, and thus limiting further mental effort in learning (Muller & Sharma, 2007).

Requisite prior knowledge is required in order for cognitive disequilibrium to lead to deep learning (D’Mello et al., 2014; Zohar & Aharon-Kravetsky, 2005). An event that is beyond a student’s zone of proximal development can create hopeless confusion or the potential learning opportunity from confusion can be ignored, which is typically detrimental to learning (Arguel & Lane, 2015). For example, Zohar and Aharon-Kravetsky (2005) compared a teaching method which purposefully introduced cognitive confliction with teaching that did not intentionally introduce cognitive conflict in a face-to-face classroom setting. They found that higher-performing students learned better from the cognitive confliction method, whereas lower-performing students benefited more from direct teaching. They argued that higher-performing students had sufficient prior knowledge and reasoning abilities to recognise and resolve the conflict, but lower-performing students did not have the aptitudes, and thus the lower-performing students could not benefit from the confusion.

However, it is important to note that prolonged confusion can also be detrimental to learning (D’Mello et al., 2014). When students stay confused and without external supports or scaffolding, this persistent confusion can lead to anxiety and possibly despair (Cooper et al., 2018; Zeidner, 2007). Studies have shown that eventually students experiencing persistent confusion will be at risk of disengaging from learning and develop negative emotions such as frustration or boredom (D’Mello & Graesser, 2012; Pekrun et al., 2010). Instead of engaging in cognitive activities, disengaged students are likely to exhibit shortcut learning behaviors such as guessing or looking for direct solutions (Aleven et al., 2006; Baker et al., 2004), and hence in this case, confusion becomes detrimental to learning. Thus, there is both a positive and a negative side to confusion.

The motivation of the current study

While the literature suggests that students benefit from: (a) watching dialogue-videos in dyads in a controlled laboratory setting; (b) watching dialogue-videos in dyads in the context of a course; and (c) watching dialogue-videos individually in a controlled laboratory setting, to our knowledge no studies have explored the effect of students watching dialogue-videos individually in the context of a university course. Laboratory studies are often carried out during a strictly controlled environment, whereas participants in the studies conducted in the context of a classroom often have more leeway. Therefore, there is a need to examine whether laboratory-based cognitive science studies can be replicated in a classroom environment (McDaniel et al., 2017; Mestre et al., 2018). Furthermore, although the aforementioned studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of dialogue-videos on student learning, all required students to view the dialogue-videos in dyads. However, it is often a challenge for students to watch a video together for an assignment online due to internet bandwidth issues and appropriate platforms that allow two students to watch videos simultaneously.

To fill this gap in the literature, we conducted a study to investigate to what extent dialogue-videos support individual observing students’ learning in the context of an undergraduate senior level physiology course. In contrast to what had previously been found, we demonstrated that the observing students learned equally well from watching dialogue- and monologue-videos individually (Cooper et al., 2018; Ding et al., 2018). In addition, the majority of the observing students preferred watching monologue-videos compared to the dialogue-videos. The main reason that observing students preferred the monologue-videos is that the errors made by the tutees in the dialogue-videos were confusing, which they perceived inhibited their learning. Yet, we did not explore the effect of these errors on students’ understanding of the concepts covered in the course in this previous study.

In this study, we are particularly interested in assessing the impact of errors made by tutees on observing student learning. Considering that prior knowledge plays a critical role when confusion occurs, we also wanted to test to what extent student prior performance determines their understanding of physiology concepts from watching the error episodes presented in dialogue-videos compared to monologue-videos containing the same content, without error episodes. In addition, we further investigated the possible factors that may have contributed to student learning from error episodes. The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. We first provide some details of the research design, and then we report our analyses and results as two parts. In the first part, we report student test results from the error episodes in dialogue-videos.
Particularly, a comparison between student performance on the test questions targeted on the error episodes and the corresponding episodes in the monologue-videos. In the second part, we report the results from the survey data: what factors that may have influenced their learning. Finally, we discuss some implications.

Research design

This study was conducted in an undergraduate level physiology course with 280 students who met in person three times per week (Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday) in 2017 from August to December at a large southwestern research university in the United States. Approval from the ethical committee of the university was obtained before the study started. The instructor made two types of videos covering physiology content for this study: monologue-videos and dialogue-videos. More specific information is outlined in each section below.

Procedure

The study was conducted over 8 consecutive weeks. A counter balancing design was applied, and students were randomly assigned to group A or group B (Shadish et al., 2002). Each group watched one type of video for the first 4 weeks (e.g., monologue) and the other type of video for the second 4 weeks (e.g., dialogue). The videos covered the same content (Table 1). Students watched a video and completed a corresponding worksheet each week for their homework outside of class. The video and worksheet were available to students after class on Tuesday, and students were asked to watch the video after class on Thursday so that they would have 3 days to complete this activity. The worksheets were collected at the beginning of class on Friday and graded for completion. Students then completed an in-class quiz each week by using an online platform during class on Friday on the content presented in the video. After weeks four and eight, students were surveyed about their experience watching the videos.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Group A</th>
<th>Group B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3. Temperature sensation</td>
<td>Monologue (13:49)</td>
<td>Dialogue (17:15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Experimental design</td>
<td>Dialogue (16:02)</td>
<td>Monologue (12:13)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participants

Among the 280 (n = 280) students enrolled in the course, 217 (n = 217) consented to participate in the study. Of these, 114 were randomly assigned to group A, and 103 were randomly assigned to group B. The slight difference in numbers between the two groups was due to student withdrawals after the initial groups were assigned at the beginning of the course. No differences regarding student demographics, including gender, race/ethnicity and prior GPA, were detected between the two groups (Table 2).

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic</th>
<th>Group A (n = 114)</th>
<th>Group B (n = 103)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender Male</td>
<td>34.2%</td>
<td>33.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>55.3%</td>
<td>57.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race/ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Underrepresented minority</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
<td>22.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Non-underrepresented minority</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>77.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average GPA</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>3.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. * Some students either wished to not reveal their gender or identified as other. * Underrepresented minority includes African American, American Indian, and Latino/a students. * Non-underrepresented minority includes white and Asian students.
Development of instructional materials and assessments

Video creation
A set of two videos were made for each of the 8 weeks, one monologue-video and one dialogue-video covering identical physiology content. Each video contained two to six physiology worked examples. A worked example consists of a problem, the steps taken to reach a solution, and the final solution. In the dialogue-videos, the instructor tutored a student tutee working through the problems. The instructor first let the tutee attempt the problem, and then corrected any errors made by the tutee or asked questions to guide the tutee to correct an error until a final correct solution was reached. Four students who completed the course in the previous year were recruited to be tutees in the dialogue-videos. The tutees did not review the content covered in the videos beforehand, rather, they were broadly familiar with the topics presented and reacted authentically when presented with the physiology problems. Each tutee filmed two videos: one in the first set of four videos and one in the second set of four. The monologue-videos only presented the instructor alone solving the same set of physiology problems. The length of dialogue-videos varied from 16 to 27 minutes and averaged 21 minutes, and monologue-videos ranged from 12 to 21 minutes with an average of 17 minutes (please see Table 1 for runtimes of each video). The videos were uploaded to the university’s learning management system where students can play, pause, and rewind videos; however, students could not fast-forward. Table 3 presents the content covered in a typical episode of a monologue- and the corresponding dialogue-video, and Figure 1 is a screenshot of the videos.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
<th>A sample episode from a monologue-video and the corresponding dialogue-video</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instructor: The things we want to be thinking about here are, we’re thinking about charges. We’re thinking about positive and negative charges and how that’s going to impact, the overall, charge of the cell.</td>
<td>Instructor: So, do you want to kind of draw out what you’re thinking about?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tutee: Yes, sure. So, if we have a cell and we have sodium in there we have negative charges inside, positive outside. So that’s causing the negative resting membrane potential and through a channel. If you have sodium come in you have positive charges coming inside making this less negative inside, and balancing out this charge difference between the interior and outside of the membrane, and that’s going to bring it towards zero, and depending on how much sodium comes in it’s going to change the positive charge which then it might become positive or maybe close to zero.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor: So, will the neuron hyperpolarise or depolarise when sodium enters the cell?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor: When sodium enters the cell, we know that we have, so if we have our kind of generic picture of our neuron, cell membrane, we’re going to have a lot of sodium outside the cell, a lot of potassium inside the cell, and these concentration gradients are set up using ATP and other processes.</td>
<td>Instructor: Mhmm, so um why zero?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor: In a normal action potential, when voltage-gated sodium channels open, we’re going to have a lot of sodium that comes in and that’s what leads to that rising phase of the action potential. So, this is going to cause a depolarisation event to actually occur. So, in terms of thinking about the, the membrane potential, it’s going to get more positive. So, because these positive ions are actually coming in, right? So that’s what’s happening there.</td>
<td>Tutee: Well right now it’s, if we had zero here, it’s down here at negative 68, if we become more positive, you’re going to go up towards zero, but I mean its variable depends upon how much sodium comes in it could go above or below or at zero.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tutee: If it were in through. Well I mean, it depends, I mean you could have it go through a leak channel if you add a bunch of sodium outside. But it you could have it go through a...</td>
<td>Instructor: Okay. Do you have a sense for, so, you mentioned that it goes in through a channel? What channel does it go in through?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
sodium voltage-gated channel as well. If you depolarise and somehow open those channels

Instructor: Mhmm, so basically, it’s gonna be a sodium specific channel though, right?

Tutee: Right

---

**Figure 1.** Screenshots of a monologue-video and a dialogue-video on the same topic

**Worksheet creation**

To maximise student learning by encouraging student engagement while watching the videos (Freeman et al., 2014), a worksheet containing the same questions presented in the video was created for students to complete. Therefore, the student had to engage with the video in order to know how to answer the question.

**Quiz creation**

Students’ learning from the videos was measured by eight quizzes created by the instructor. Students completed a quiz each week after watching each video. Each quiz consisted of 10 to 12 multiple-choice questions, totaling 89 questions. The quizzes were first piloted with 168 students in the same physiology course offered in the year before the present study, and we observed a ceiling effect in student scores on the quizzes. We revised the quiz questions to make them more difficult and added questions for the present study in 2017 that were intended to be more challenging. Based on student feedback, we also removed a few quiz questions that students interpreted differently than we intended. Final versions of quiz questions were reviewed by a member of the research team to check for clarity before deployment.

**Survey creation**

In the survey that we administered in week four and week eight, we included a Likert-scale question about the extent to which students perceived the videos influenced their learning (1 = no influence to 5 = strongly influenced), and a follow-up open-ended question asking the students to explain their reasoning for their response. Students were directed to answer only about the videos (monologue or dialogue) that they had watched most recently. The week eight survey also contained 5 Likert-scale questions measuring student-perceived effort while watching the videos in the past 4 weeks. The items were adapted from the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (IMI) (Ryan, 1982). The students were asked to rate the items based on their experience for the past 4 weeks. Each question was rated from 1 (not at all true) to 7 (very true). The construct validity of the survey was provided by the developer, and the reliability of the survey used in the current study was at a good level (Cronbach’s $\alpha = .89$).

**Students’ learning with the error episodes in the dialogue-videos**

**Identification of error episodes and the corresponding quiz questions**

Students watched videos without segmenting, but for research analysis we segmented each video into two to six episodes based on the number of problems presented in the video (both monologue and dialogue). The error episodes were those that contain tutees suggesting an incorrect solution to a problem in the dialogue-videos. One coder with an expertise in physiology reviewed all of the dialogue-videos and out of the 36 total episodes, identified 13 error episodes. Then, two coders, both with expertise in physiology,
independently coded the quiz questions that measured the content featured in each error episode and discussed any discrepancies until they reached an agreement on 37 quiz questions that measured the content featured in the 13 error episodes. The initial inter-rater reliability (Cohen’s κ) was .82, which indicated a good inter-rater reliability (Landis & Koch, 1977).

Data analysis

To compare student learning from dialogue- and monologue-videos, we first needed to reorganise students’ scores from the quizzes. That is, students’ learning from monologue-videos was measured by quizzes from when group A students watched the monologue-videos (during weeks one to four) and when group B students watched the monologue-videos (during weeks five to eight). Students’ learning from dialogue-videos was measured by quizzes completed by group B students from week one to week four and group A students from week five to week eight (Figure 2).

Analyses were performed in the IBM Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) 25. To compare the observing student learning from error episodes in the dialogue-videos and the corresponding episodes in the monologue-videos, an independent sample t-test was carried out. Moreover, given the fact that prior knowledge can influence student learning from the error episodes (Arguel & Lane, 2015). To test out to what extent the impact of error episodes on student learning was affected by their GPA, a moderation analysis was carried out by using Process Macro 3.4 developed by Hayes (2013) and implemented for SPSS.

![Figure 2. An illustration of counterbalancing design and regrouping for data analysis](image)

Results

There was no significant difference in the scores on error episode-related quiz questions between students who watched the error episodes in dialogue-videos and the scores of students who watched the corresponding monologue episodes without including GPA in the model ($t(432) = -1.17, p = .244$). When we included GPA in the model, the moderation analysis again showed no significant main interaction in the overall model, where $b = .04$, $t(430) = 1.52$ with $p = .129 > .05$. However, a further probing analysis by using Johnson-Neyman technique revealed that student GPA began to affect their learning from the error episodes when student GPA is at least 3.42 ($t(430) = 1.97, p = .05, b = .025$). As GPA increases, the relationship between student learning and the conditions of watching error episodes from dialogue-videos or the corresponding episodes in monologue-videos became more positive with the highest GPA (4.23) ($b = .058$, $t(430) = 2.34, p = .02 < .05$). As shown in the Table 4, students whose GPA was equal to or higher than 3.42 learned better from the error episodes in dialogue-videos compared to the same episodes without student tutees’ errors in monologue-videos.
Factors affect learning from error episodes

Hereafter we use the term higher-performers to represent students whose GPA was equal to or higher than 3.42, and students whose GPA was lower than 3.42 are called lower-performers. To further investigate what factors may have contributed to the higher-performing students with relatively higher GPA performed better on the post-tests from the error episodes, whereas this pattern did not hold for relatively lower-performing students. We specifically analysed the relevant questions that related to the effort spent on watching dialogue-videos and the students’ perceived influence of dialogue-videos asked in a survey. This survey contained several subscales and included open-ended questions asking their preference of dialogue- or monologue-videos and was administered at the end of week eight. In addition, we hypothesised that higher-performing students may have been more likely to engage in deep learning by completing the worksheets and consequently being more cognitively engaged when watching the dialogue-videos. We, therefore, also compared the worksheet completion rate of higher-performers with lower-performers. More specific information is provided below.

Data analysis

To find out whether effort was a factor that influenced students’ learning from error-episodes, we pooled all students who watched dialogue-videos in the past 4 weeks (group A) from the week eight survey, and compared the higher-performers (n = 68) and lower-performers (n = 42) perceived effort. An independent sample t-test was carried out to compare to what extent there were differences in the effort that the lower-performing students and higher-performing students spent on watching the dialogue-videos. For the worksheet completion comparison between the higher-performing and lower-performing students, a binary score system was used to indicate the completion rate. Students who competed all the questions on the worksheet received one point for that week, and all incomplete and blank worksheets were scored as zero; each student had four binary scores for the four worksheets corresponding to the 4 weeks of dialogue-videos. We then calculated a percentage of worksheet completion rate for each student across the 4 weeks. An independent t-test was carried out to compare the higher-performing students’ and lower-performing students’ completion rate.

For perceived influence, we wanted to explore how higher-performing students and lower-performing students perceived dialogue-videos differently in assisting their learning. Therefore, we only pooled all student responses about the dialogue-videos (n_{higher} = 94; n_{lower} = 73), and only focused on the responses that perceived the dialogue-videos helped their learning (i.e., who responded to the Likert-scale item as 3 or higher). The analysis of the follow-up open-ended question consisted of three steps. First, one researcher reviewed all student responses to the open-ended survey question. An open-coding method was first used to identify common themes in student responses (Strauss & Corbin, 1998), and then the researcher constantly compared each theme to ensure that the description of the theme was inclusive of all responses (Glesne & Peshkin, 1992). Second, to test the reliability of the developed themes, the researcher and another researcher independently coded 20% of students responses by using the themes and their inter-rater score was at an acceptable level (κ = .81) (Landis & Koch, 1977). Third, Chi-square tests of independence were conducted to test whether there were differences in the percent of higher- and lower-performing students who reported a particular category. Some categories were reported by too few students to warrant meaningful interpretation of a Chi-square tests, and therefore tests were not performed.
Results

No significant difference was found on student perceived effort spent on watching dialogue-videos between the higher- and lower-performers ($t_{108} = .40, p > .05$). On average, higher-performers rated 4.79 ($SD = 1.46$), and lower-performers rated 4.90 ($SD = 1.28$) on the scales. Similarly, there was no significant difference of the worksheet attempt between the higher-performers and lower-performers ($t_{215} = -1.57, p > .05$), although the higher-performing students had a slightly higher worksheet attempt ($M = .92, SD = .13$) compared to the lower-performing students ($M = .89, SD = .17$).

Students highlighted an array of ways that they perceived the dialogue-videos positively influenced their learning. Students reported that the dialogue-videos influenced their learning because they enhanced students’ understanding of the content, focused students’ attention on what content was important, provided an alternative way of learning, helped students engage in the content, and helped students prepare for class. Nevertheless, Chi-square tests revealed no statistically significant differences between the percent of higher- and lower-performing students who reported these themes. However, a significantly higher percent of higher-performing than lower-performing students reported that the dialogue-videos repeated the content that had already been taught in class, so that they watched the dialogue-videos for the purpose of reviewing the material ($\chi^2 = 7.10, p < 0.01$).

Discussion

Compared to the corresponding episodes in monologue-videos, we found that higher-performing students performed better on quizzes after watching episodes of the dialogue-videos where tutees made mistakes followed by the instructor’s corrections and clarifications. However, no such pattern was found for lower-performing students. Moreover, significantly more higher-performing students treated the videos as reviewing materials than lower-performing students. This finding suggests that the higher-performing students may have established a stronger foundation of physiology knowledge than lower-performing students and were therefore better equipped to deal with error episodes in the dialogue-videos and the resulting confusion. Furthermore, this finding indicates that the cognitive disequilibrium that dialogue-videos may have caused, did not hinder higher-performing students’ understanding of the content covered in the videos. The findings of our study have some direct implications for how to implement dialogue-videos in a real course to benefit student learning and the design of dialogue-videos, and the results of this study prompt ideas for future research.

Establishing necessary prior knowledge before watching dialogue-video

Taking the findings of this study altogether, it suggests that the errors made by tutees in dialogue-videos supported student understanding of physiology concepts, but only when students had the necessary knowledge base to resolve their confusion. When encountering confusion, higher-performing students are more likely to have the sufficient prior knowledge and/or well-developed learning strategies to conduct effective learning activities to timely solve the confusion, whereas lower-performing students may lack the ability to address the confusion by themselves if there is no scaffolding provided (Arguel et al., 2017). Therefore, to maximise the benefits of dialogue-video and to enable lower-performing students to also benefit from dialogue-videos, it is critical to prepare students with necessary prior knowledge specifically pertaining to the content covered in the videos. For example, this can be done by assigning readings, providing course notes for core concepts, or a short monologue-video.

Encouraging online collaborations when confusion cannot be resolved alone

Research has shown that confusion can actually inspire greater depth of cognitive processing, however, prolonged confusion will deter students from executing effort to regulate the cognitive disequilibrium (Craig et al., 2004; D’Mello et al., 2014). In a prior laboratory-based study demonstrating that students learned better when watching dialogue-videos compared to monologue-videos, students watched the videos in dyads and had the opportunity to discuss any error episodes, or points of confusion, with their partners (Muldner et al., 2014). However, students watched the videos individually in our study. When confusion occurred, there was no direct channel for the students to immediately resolve it. That could explain why higher-performing students benefited from error episodes in dialogue-videos, whereas no benefit was found
for lower-performing students. A possible solution to overcome this issue can be including an asynchronous online help-seeking forum (Ding & Er, 2017). Therefore, when confusion occurs, lower-performing students will have peers or course instructors to discuss and to resolve the confusion.

**Embedding a confusion detection mechanism when watching dialogue-video**

It could also be possible that lower-performing students simply give up trying to learn if they get confused (Arguel & Lane, 2015). If lower-performing students are more likely to avoid the learning opportunity from confusion than higher-performing students, then the higher-performing students may be the only ones benefitting from the confusion. Therefore, some confusion detection mechanism can be implemented to evaluate students’ emotional statuses and to encourage students to continue to persist and take further actions to resolve any confusion. For example, Graesser et al. (2006) used three ways to detect student confusion: self-report, peer-report, and judge-report. It could be challenging for a peer-report or a judge-report to detect student confusion when watching dialogue-videos individually, but self-report can be easily implemented. For instance, embedding quiz questions in a video right after an error is made by a tutee to check whether students have fully understood the concept discussed between the instructor and the tutee featured in the video. If the answer is wrong, follow-up feedback can be provided by a system to encourage students to work out the confusion if there is any, and additional resources can be provided to the student by the system to assist in resolving the confusion.

**Aligning errors in dialogue-video with student understanding level**

The results of this study show that the error episodes in dialogue-videos actually assisted learning for higher-performing students. However, the four student tutees recruited in our study who filmed the dialogue-videos completed the course in the previous year. Three of them received As and one received a B for their final grade in the course, so most would be considered higher-performers. Therefore, it could be possible that the tutees made fewer errors than the observing students would when asked the same question. In future research, to maximise the benefits of dialogue-videos, students whose academic abilities are more reflective of the average student in the course could be recruited for the videos. This way, more error episodes would be made, and observing students may identify themselves more with the tutees in the videos.

Further, it also could be possible that the tutees’ errors were more sophisticated, and harder for a lower-performing student to comprehend. In future research, to understand how to maximise the advantages of dialogue-videos, researchers could investigate how the complexity of the type of error affects students. That is, are errors that the majority of students are likely to make more effective for all student learning compared to errors that only higher-performing students are likely to make? Students who have never taken the course and are not familiar with the topics in the course, or even current students who are struggling with the material, could be recruited as tutees for the videos to promote richer interaction that better matches the mastery levels of the observing students enrolled in the course.

**Limitations**

This study has several limitations. The primary concern of this study is that we do not have a way to confirm whether students actually watched the videos, and how long they spent on watching the videos. No instructional material can be beneficial if students do not utilise it. Due to the lack of this log data, the analyses for student learning outcomes were based on our assumption that all students watched the videos. In addition, given that the dialogue-videos were longer than the monologue-videos, especially error-episodes that contain dialogues between the instructor and the student tutees, it could be possible that the additional time of error-episodes compared to the corresponding episodes in monologue would have differentially benefited higher-performing students. In contrast, the longer length of dialogue-videos may have had impaired student understanding of physiology concepts compared to monologue-videos given the fact that numerous studies have shown that shorter videos are more preferable (Scagnoli et al., 2015). If so, the error episodes in dialogue-videos could have even higher positive effect on student learning if the dialogue-videos were made equal length as the monologue-videos. A third concern is how we measured effort. We only included Likert-scaled items for measuring students’ effort while watching dialogue-videos, which could only provide information for perceived effort. Moreover, the items were only included in the week eight survey. That is, the analysis was only based on half of the students’ data.
Conclusion

The primary goal of this paper was to investigate if the error episodes in the dialogue-videos were beneficial or detrimental for observing student learning. We found that students with higher GPA performed better on the quizzes after watching error episodes in dialogue-videos compared to the corresponding episodes in monologue-videos; however, no such difference was found among lower performing students. The same pattern was found in student responses to the open-ended question focused on perceived benefits of dialogue-videos. We proposed that the error episodes in dialogue-videos can benefit student learning; however, only when students have already established a certain level of prior knowledge and sufficient self-regulated learning skills.
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